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The Standard Hotel, London, United Kingdom

THE COMPANY
The Airclos brand has over 35 years’ experience in manufacturing
enclosure and sun protection systems. From our production centre in
Spain, our company develops, manufactures and distributes a wide range
of products across the world.
How we do it
We are able to design, distribute and install our products anywhere in the
world thanks to our integral customer service:
1. Our team of technical specialists studies and designs the best solution
for each project in a unique and exclusive way.
2. We give technical support to our clients during all phases of the design
process allowing us to make any necessary modifications once a site
survey has been carried out. This service can also be included in the
proposal once the initial project has been defined.
3. Airclos is able to provide a complete installation services, which range
from the envoy of a project manager to oversee the installation, or the
possibility of sending a team of fitters anywhere on the world.
4. All of the above enable our clients can ensure the correct installation of
our systems with a full Airclos guarantee and comprehensive after-sales
services.
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Cafe en Seine, Dublin, Ireland

KEY FACTS
Air and water tightness
Our roofs are manufactured with a range of profiles, gaskets and weather
strips which guarantee the air and water tightness of our systems. These
qualities are documented in our technical information sheets.
Our flush glazed roof panels prevent the accumulation of dirt and rainwater,
which reduces maintenance. Our exclusive flush glazing systems is
achieved by using a stepped flange on our double glazed units.
Once the system is closed, the space is totally watertight.
Insulation and energy efficiency
The thermal insulation levels achieved with the combination of engineered
glazing solutions and our profiles (3.0 W/m2K), enables the systems
to achieve a high level of thermal comfort. This reduction in energy
consumption and the lack of need for auxiliary systems, help guarantee a
minimal ecological footprint.
By the use of appropriate materials we can tailored the influx of natural
heat and light optimising energy consumption.
Safety
Our exclusive roof designs incorporate various safety measures to
guarantee the correct daily function of our systems. Such as:
•

The highly resistant chain and steel cable traction system is one of the
main technical advantages over alternative products on the market.

•

The patented anti-slip and anti-derailing system guarantees that the
glazed panels slide safely along our grooved rafters profiles.

Chain and steel cable traction system
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The Lazy Pig in the Pantry, Chesham, United Kingdom

Robust, aesthetic design
Elements such as end caps and groove track covers achieve a solid,
aesthetic and minimalist design. This polished and smooth finish prevents
unsightly gaps and avoids the accumulation of dirt and debris.
Engineered glass solutions
The glass chosen to manufacture each system will depend on the specific
characteristics of each project. The systems can be manufactured
with single or double glazing. Each proposal can be tailored to include
laminated, tempered, acoustic or selective glass.
Apart from the afore mentioned solutions we are also able to provide
other finishes to optimise the technical/aesthetic qualities of the product.

Track covers

Various glass options
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The Sinclair Hotel, For Worth, USA

Motorisation
Our products are powered by tubular Somfy motors, a leading automation
brand with a worldwide track record spanning over 40 years.
Remote control and home automation
Thanks to the integrated multi-channel control system, the motors,
lighting and other accessories can be operated individually.
You can also connect your installation to your home or business’ central
automation system, enabling you to control and centralise all devices for
greater comfort, safety and energy efficiency.
Accessories
Our systems can be enhanced with the use of any of the available
accessories such as rain, wind and sun sensors, LED lighting, awnings,
radiant heating and speakers.

Somfy motor

Wind, rain and sun sensors
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Manoir de Beauvoir, Mignaloux-Beauvoir, France

RETRACTABLE ROOF SERIES
T6000
Specially designed to create enclosures with maximum projection, whilst
providing outstanding air/water tightness and energy efficiency.
The T6000 series enables us to build structures up to 11.2 m in
projection and 2.2 m free spans between rafters.
T6000V
This system offers maximum clarity and panoramic views.
The combination of frameless glazed panels and transparent weather
strips ensure maximum light influx and airtightness.
T8000
This is our premium retractable roof range which allows us to build
structures up to 6.5 m in projection and 3.6 m free spans between rafters.

FIXED ROOF SERIES
T6000 Fixed
The T6000 Fixed series enables us to complement our T6000 retractable
roof range. It also offers a solution for large scales fixed roof projects
which demand outstanding air/water tightness and energy efficiency.
F105
The F105 fixed roof system allows us to design glass roof structures
which rest directly on to rebated aluminium roof rafters. This in turn create
the sensation of fewer aluminium profiles and greater clarity.

T6000 SERIES

T6000V SERIES

T8000 SERIES
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Fixed and retractable roofs
T6000

T6000V

T8000

Fixed T6000

F105

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised | Wooden

RAL | Anodised | Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

Retractable

Retractable

Retractable

Fixed

Fixed

Multi-channel remote control

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

Maximum glazed panel width

2200 mm

1500 mm

3600 mm

2200 mm

900mm

Maximum sandwich panels width

2300 mm

-

3,600 mm

2,300 mm

-

Maximum polycarbonate panels width

2300 mm

-

3600 mm

2300 mm

-

Opening

66%, 75%, 80%,
83%, 86%, 87%

66%, 75%, 80%,
83%, 86%, 87%

66%, 75%, 80%

-

-

Inclination

Standard: 10%
8% - 100% (45º)

Standard: 10%
8% - 100% (45º)

Standard: 10%
8% - 100% (45º)

Standard: 10%
8% - 100% (45º)

Standard: 10%
8% - 100% (45º)

Maximum free span (projection)

8500 mm

8500 mm

6500 mm

8500 mm

3000 mm

Maximum free span (projection)with
intermediate structure

11200 mm

10400 mm

6500 mm

11200 mm

-

2-8

2-8

3-5

2-8

-

4+4

6+6 / 6+6T

4+4

4+4

-

Series
Material
Profile finishes
System

Number of panels per module
Laminated glass
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Fixed and retractable roofs
Series
Double glazing section
Polycarbonate
Aluminium Panel

T6000

T6000V

T8000

Fixed T6000

F105

28 mm

-

28 mm

28 mm

28 mm

16, 20, 25 mm

-

16, 20, 25 mm

16, 20, 25 mm

-

16, 20, 25 mm

-

16, 20, 25 mm

16, 20, 25 mm

-

Please consult us for other options not mentioned in the table.
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European Aluminium Systems S.L.
Avenida Europa, 103
12006 – Castellón de la Plana, Spain
Phone: (+34) 964 260 849
E-mail: info@airclos.com
www.airclos.com

